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ABSTRACT
Traditional model driven development follows the stepwise refinement approach where early phase models are gradually refined with more details from one version to another and from one phase to another successively until they are expressed in the terms of the underlying programming language. Every refinement step implies some design decisions. The quality of a software system largely depends on how good, or bad, these decisions are. The quality of decisions in turn would depend on what kind of alternatives are explored, what kind of trade-offs are analyzed, and how a particular selection is made. However, the process of decision making is carried out only informally, where the knowledge and rationale that led to the decision are not explicitly documented. This makes it difficult for others to understand why certain decisions were made and to reuse the knowledge. This paper presents a goal-oriented and knowledge-based approach for explicitly representing, organizing, and reusing software development knowledge. In this framework, non-functional characteristics, such as performance and security, are treated as (soft) goals to be achieved and act as the criteria for selecting the alternatives. The application of this framework is illustrated using the refinement of a UML sequence diagram message.

I. INTRODUCTION
Traditional model driven development such as in UML-based [8] development follows the stepwise refinement approach. Every refinement step implies some design decisions [14]. The quality of a software system largely depends on how good, or bad, these decisions are. For example, Fig. 1 shows three alternatives for refining the “send-alarm” message on a UML sequence diagram from analysis to the design level. Option (a), DeviceInterface makes a synchronous method invocation call and is blocked until the AlarmManager is done handling the message. Option (b) uses Producer-Consumer-Queue (PCQ) pattern [21] to deposit the new alarm into a synchronized buffer to be picked up by AlarmManager running in a separate thread/process, and option (c) uses Message-Oriented Middleware (MOM) [23] to asynchronously send the new alarm. Exploring and evaluating design decisions are usually carried out only informally without records of the knowledge and rationale used during the process [20]. This makes it difficult for others to understand why certain decisions were made and also to reuse the knowledge. These problems are the main focus of the design rationale research that produces a number of methods. However, these methods are generic for general design that is not tailored for software. The NFR Framework [4,5] provides a framework that is more specific and suitable for software development, especially for non-functional requirements (NFRs) modeling and architectural design. This paper adopts and extends the NFR Framework [4,5] to present a goal-oriented and knowledge-based framework for representing and organizing knowledge used for exploring design alternatives and evaluating trade-offs. We illustrate the application of the method using the refinement of the sequence diagram message shown in Fig. 1 as running examples throughout the paper.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE NFR FRAMEWORK
The NFR Framework [4,5] is a goal-oriented method for dealing with NFRs, which are represented as softgoals to be satisfied. The framework employs “goal-refinement, exploration of alternatives, and evaluation” analysis pattern. Using this pattern, first, high level goals are identified and refined using AND/OR decomposition. Then, design decisions for operationalizing the NFR softgoals are identified, refined, or further operationalized by lower level operationalizations. Last, the design decisions are evaluated based on how they contribute (positively or negatively) to the NFR softgoals. This entire process is recorded in a diagram called Softgoal Interdependency Graph (SIG). In the SIG, all softgoals are named with “Type[Topic]” nomenclature. In the case of NFR softgoal, “Type” indicates the NFR concern and “Topic” the context for the NFR. In the case of operationalizing softgoal, “Type” indicates the operationalization concept and “Topic” the context for which the solution is applicable. Finally, in the case of argumentation softgoal, “Type” indicates either FormalClaim or (informal) Claim [4] and “Topic” the corresponding argument description. Figure 2.a shows an example of the SIG. The individual pieces knowledge used to build each piece of the SIG can be captured as Methods as shown in Fig. 2.b.
III. REPRESENTING AND CAPTURING DEVELOPMENT KNOWLEDGE

A. Representing Development Knowledge

Figure 3 shows a design decision process for refining the “send-alarm” sequence diagram message. In this paper, “goal” refers to a functional goal and “softgoal” refers to a non-functional goal. First, we identify and refine functional goals (i.e., “Design[Message]”). Second, design decisions (“Synchronous[Message]” and “Asynchronous[Message]”) are identified. We repeat the refinement and operationalization of operationalizing goals until they are low-level enough for implementation. Last, the design decisions are evaluated based on their positive or negative contributions toward the highest criticality NFR softgoals (Responsiveness).

B. Capturing Development Knowledge

We adopt and extend the Method mechanism from the NFR Framework to capture individual pieces of FRs-related knowledge with three additional types of Methods: Model Refinement, Functional Operationalization, and Model Mapping Methods. Attributes of the Methods (e.g., parent, contribution, and applicabilityCondition) are used as the selection criteria for selecting applicable Methods to apply. When a Method is applied against a parent goal, the goals described by the offspring attribute would be generated and linked to the parent goal.

Model Refinement Method

Using Fig. 3 as an example, refining the send-alarm message to design level messages is represented by the root goal “Design[Message]”. An example of Model Refinement Method definition based on Fig. 3 is given below.

```
RefinementMethod DesignMessage
parent: UML.Message /* a UML metaclass */
offspring: Design[Message]
contribution: DesignRefinement
applicabilityCondition: /* user defined */
```

Functional Operationalization Method

This method captures the knowledge that creates and links an operationalizing goal to a parent functional or operationalizing goal. An example is given in the following.

```
FnOperationalizationMethod OperationalizeMessage_Sync
parent: Design[Message]
offspring: Synchronous[Message]
contribution: SOME+ !!Responsiveness
applicabilityCondition: /* user defined */
```

Model Mapping Method

Model Mapping Method captures the knowledge for mapping the parent of the root goal to a target model. An example of Model Mapping Method is given below. The mappingMeans attribute indicates the mechanism or technique used for the mapping. The mappingSpec attribute specifies the detailed mapping based on the mappingMeans.

```
ModelMappingMethod AnalysisMessageToDesignMessage_PCQ
parent: ProducerConsumerQueue[Message]
offspring: SequenceDiagram
applicabilityCondition: /* user defined */
mappingMeans: TemplateMOF
mappingSpec:
... deposit = factory.create(Message)
  deposit.sendEvent = factory.create(MessageEnd)
  deposit.receiveEvent = factory.create(MessageEnd)
  deposit.sendEvent.covered = <caller’s lifeline>
  deposit.receiveEvent.covered = <recipient’s lifeline>
  remove = factory.create(Message)
  remove.sendEvent = factory.create(MessageEnd)
  remove.receiveEvent = factory.create(MessageEnd)
  remove.sendEvent.covered = <caller’s lifeline>
  remove.receiveEvent.covered = <recipient’s lifeline>
... ```
IV. ORGANIZING DEVELOPMENT KNOWLEDGE

It is not only important that we can represent knowledge, but also how we structure and organize it [10]. This section discusses the organization of Methods along the three organizational dimensions [11].

A. Aggregation/Decomposition Dimension

In Fig. 4.a, following the composite design pattern [16], Methods may be combined to form a CompositeMethod. Because CompositeMethod is also a Method, it can be contained in other CompositeMethods. An example of the CompositeMethod definition is given below. When the OperationalizeMessage is applied, the two contained Methods are applied against the parent goal.

\[
\text{CompositeMethod} \quad \text{OperationalizeMessage}
\]

\[\text{parent: Design[Message]}\]

\[\text{applicabilityCondition:/* user defined */}\]

\[\text{methods: OperationalizeMessage_Synchronous, OperationalizeMessage_Asynchronous}\]

B. Generalization/Specialization Dimension

Figure 4.b shows that a Method may be specialized by another Method. The specialized Method inherits all of the attributes from the generalized Method, optionally adds or redefines one or more attributes. An example of a specialized Method is given in the following.

\[
\text{fnOperationalizationMethod} \quad \text{OperationalizeMessage_PCQHurt}
\]

\[\text{extends} \quad \text{OperationalizeMessage_PCQ}\]

\[\text{parent: Asynchronous[Message]}\]

\[\text{offspring: ProducerConsumerQueue[Message]}\]

\[\text{contribution: MAKE !TimePerformance, HURT !!Reliability}\]

\[\text{applicabilityCondition:/* specific condition */}\]

C. Classification/Instantiation Dimension

Figure 4.c shows the classification/instantiation relationship of MetaMethod, Method, and MethodInstance.

V. REUSING DEVELOPMENT KNOWLEDGE

When sufficient Methods are defined and stored in a knowledge base, they may be selected and applied successively to generate or update a goal graph to record the design decision process (i.e. Process) and also the target model elements (i.e. Product). Figure 5 depicts the Method application process.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a goal-oriented and knowledge-based framework for representing, organizing, and reusing development knowledge. The framework extends the NFR Framework with the following extensions: 1) the “goal-refinement, exploration of alternatives, and evaluation” pattern is made applicable to functional concerns; 2) three additional types of Methods have been proposed to capture individual pieces of FRs-related knowledge; 3) CompositeMethod is introduced to combine and reuse previously defined simple Methods and Correlation Rules. With these extensions, both functional and non-functional concerns can be analyzed together with NFRs as the criteria guiding the design decisions. Knowledge of such analysis can be captured, cataloged, tailored, improved, and reused. Future work of this research includes developing a metamodel to semi-formally describe the framework to extend the UML profile we previously defined for integrating the NFR Framework with UML [15], to also support functional goal analysis.
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